AT10201 MOBILE ETHERNET SWITCH

RELIABLE AND SAFE DATA SWITCHING IN HIGHLY MOBILE PLATFORMS

COMTANET Communication Tactical Network
Usage

- in communication networks of rapidly deployable and highly mobile tactical units
- in extreme weather and climate conditions
- in ground, air and maritime mobile platforms

Features

- rugged vehicular connectors
- connection of 10 network devices via Ethernet
- data transmission up to 1 Gbps
- QoS
- management
- security
- MIL-STD compliant

- passive cooling
- small compact design: 220 x 220 x 44 (d x w x h mm)
- simple integration into vehicles or standardized 19“ transport cases
- low weight: 2.3 kg
- power supply: 10-32V DC

Information about the product is for general information only. Aliter Technologies, Inc. reserves the right to change the specification of this product without notice.